Investment + Accelerator
For Early Stage Tech
Startups
enquiries@oxidia.uk | www.oxidia.uk

What Do You Get?
• Up to £500k of investment over three years
• Enrolment to a 100-day business hothouse
• Ongoing advice, project management and guidance along your agreed
development roadmap
• Explanation of what the user needs
• Help to spot the potential in your emerging technologies
• Matching your technological innovation to user requirements
• Re ining your good idea into commercial success
• Expert guidance around the national security market
• Assistance toward further investment rounds
• Direct access to 500+ years of User Expertise and further access to
over two millennia of defence, security and intelligence experience

We will need to act speedily to remove
or reduce less relevant capabilities —
and this will allow our new investment
to be focused on the technologies that
will revolutionise warfare.
(UK PM)

Who is Eligible?
We are looking for companies in the early stages of development (usually TRL 2 to 4).
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The target market is security, defence and intelligence so if you can see your
innovation being relevant in those areas, we want to hear from you.
We will help you to grow your idea into a business and find further investors to
help you beyond TRL 5, 6 or 7.

Why Oxidia?
Our strength lies in our history and the expertise accessed through our founding
directors. Highlights include:
• Growing businesses organically from zero to multi-million turnover
• Building workforces of over 140 personnel
• Securing development and procurement contracts with the governments of UK,
US, Canada, Australia, NZ and Scandinavia
• Securing multi-year, multi-million dollar indefinite delivery - indefinite quantity
contracts with the US Department of Defense
• Growing an association of over 170 experts from the military, intelligence and
diplomatic communities
• The continuing development of other businesses within the sector

Next steps
If you are interested in the opportunity – investment along with business
advice – you need to be prepared to talk to us about these areas:
• Bios of the key people in your business
• Overview of your concept
• Your current TRL
• Your proposed roadmap to TRL 7 and beyond
• The target market
• The market size
• The competition
• Financials
» Current overheads, forecast overheads
» Current revenue streams, forecast revenue
streams
» Cashflow for the next 12-18 months
• Investment requirement
» How much?
» To achieve what?
• Exit aspirations
» Time
» Value
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